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UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE OF LEGISLATURE
FAVORABLY IMPRESSED ON VISIT HERE
President Forcibly Presents Needs of Institution Before Special Delegation
From Lower House— Committee for Investigation of State Uni
versity to Be Appointed This Week— Stratford and Rock
ingham County Delegation Here Friday
By A. S. Baker, ’21
Special to The New Hampshire.
CONCORD, Feb. 12.— Members of the University committee and other
members of the Legislature who visited the University last Friday started
their work of the session with a new spirit upon their return to the capitol
this week and all were very much impressed, according to their comment,
of the very great need of the University for new and adequate buildings
and for sufficient appropriations for proper maintenance of the institution.
The Legislators were much impressed by President Hetzel’s discussion
of the development of the University, its service to the state, the demands
being made upon it, and its hope for the future.
It was expected that the committee members would begin at once their
campaign for proper support of the institution which it is believed here
will tend to offset criticisms of the University which for the last few days
have gained considerable circulation in the House.
These criticisms are that the College of Liberal Arts is too large; that
there are too many out o f state students at New Hampshire; and that the
standards of scholarship are not high enough. These criticisms are all pre
faced by a declaration that a state like New Hampshire with a total popula
tion of about half that in the city of Boston and with its great financial
problems cannot afford to increase its burden by the unlimited enlargement
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THE CARNIVAL PROGRAM f
Friday, February 20
7 p. m.
Dartmouth, W il
liams and New Hampshire in
skating events.
9 p. m. to 2 a. m. The Car
nival Ball.
Saturday, February 21
9.30
a. m. A t Hoitt Field,
one mile ski race.
10 a. m.
Cross country
snowshoe race and ski profi
ciency contest.
Seven mile
cross country ski race.
1 p. m. Hockey game at
rink, New Hampshire vs. Bos
ton Unversity.
Snowshoe dashes on Memo
rial Field between halves of
hockey game.
Following hockey game, ski
jumping at Ski Jump.
Saturday evening: Varsity
basketball game, U. N. H. vs.
University Club of Brooklyn.
Informal
and
fraternity
dances.

Price 10 Cents.

D U R H A M , N . H ., F E B R U A R Y 12.

N um ber 17.

of the University.
With all the criticism, however,
there has come, up to the present
time, but one specific move directed
to curtail enrollment at the University
and that in the form of two bills, one
introduced in the House by Milan A.
Dickenson of Swanzey and the other
in the Senate by William Weston of
Marlborough, both providing increases
in tuition for out of state students
proportionate to the actual cost of
education with scales for evening up
the cost when students register from
other states whose states supported
colleges are contributing to the ed
ucation of New Hampshire men and
women.
The announcement made here re
cently that the trustees have voted
to limit out of state enrollment to 25
per cent has reacted in favor of leav
ing the policy alone but no one has yet
attempted to diagnose possible rec
ommendations of the joint committee
of investigation recommended by Gov.
Winant and charged with the deter
mination of a definite policy, which is

m t ffiam patjto.

' expected to be appointed this week following its passage in the Senate
The investigation will undoubtedly
be a good thing for the University,
according to opinion expressed in the
capitol, for any investigation will at
once reveal the genuine problems of
the institution.
The probability of the appointment
of the committee of investigation has
recalled to old timers in the House
and Senate the days of James French
of Moultonborough;, who for many
years, was chairman o f the appropri
ation committee of the House. They
recall that “ old Jim French,” who won
the title of “ watchdog of the treasury”
always frowned on investigations of
this character saying, “ Our job is to
keep the expenses down. If we find
out what they really need, why then
we’ll have to give it to ’em.”
But Professor James P. Richardson
of Dartmouth College, who is a mem
ber o f the House, points out that
this is false economy and declared in a
(Continued on Page 2)
A. A. PRESIDENT RESIGNS
BECAUSE OF POINT SYSTEM
In a letter to the student body
through the columns of The New
Hampshire, Thomas C. Atkinson,
’25, resigns his position as president
o f the University Athletic Associa
tion, on account of the point system.
At the present time, he is serving as
president of the Theta Chi frater
nity; president of the 1925 class for
three years; and is also a member of
the varsity basketball squad which
counts for 17 points alone. A short
time ago he resigned the presidency
of Casque and Casket for the same
reason. By the resignation o f Atkin
son, the presidency goes to Marshall
Campbell who is now the vice presi
dent. Mr. Campbell is captain elect
of the baseball team. Mr. Atkinson’s
letter follows:

Durham, N. H., Feb. 9, 1925.
Editor The New Hampshire
Dear Sir:—
Through your columns will you
please announce to the members of
the University of New Hampshire
Athletic Association that I hereby re
sign the presidency of the Associa
BOOK AND SCROLL
tion, to which I was elected last June
by the vote o f the student body.
MEETS IN ALPHA
action is necessitated by the
XI DELTA HOUSE This
ruling in regard to “ points” which
one student may carry. I have al
New Members Are Pledged to Socie ready exceeded my quota. I wish to
ty— Program Consists of Series of thank all those who have aided me in
Talks on Life and Works of John
my work in connection with this o f
Galsworthy
fice.
Yours very truly,
Eleven new members were pledged
T. W. C. Atkinson.
to Book and Scroll last Monday even
ing at the regular meeting of the so
ciety, held in the Alpha Xi Delta
N H. STUDENTS THOUGHT
house. These new members were:
TO HAVE MISSING COAT
Doris Cuthbertson, ’25, R. W. Hart
well, ’26, Elinor Conant, ’26, Elinor
Did two students in this University
Hunter, ’26, Kathleen Goggin, ’25,
purchasing a dressing gown at FiLawrence Holland ’25, Mary Riley,
lene’s in Boston about two weeks ago
’25, Gaston Davidson, ’25, Mildred
Tinker, ’25, Eleanor Sampson, ’26, and and returning to Durham over the
southern division by way of Lowell
Edna Fowle, ’26.
The program at the meeting con arrive here with a woman’s coat in
their package in place of the dressing
sisted of papers given by members of
gown? A resident of Nashua bought
the society on the life and works of
John Galsworthy. H. A. Farnum, ’26, an expensive coat in the same store
began the discussion by giving a sur on the same day and travelled home
on the same train. When she arrived
vey of the few known facts about
in Nashua, she found that the box
Galsworthy’s life, and a general idea
containing her coat had been changed
of the character of the famous writer.
for one containing a dressing gown.
This talk was followed by another by
She heard the two men in question
Dr. Richards, who spoke of Gals
talking with the conductor about the
worthy as a poet, and read several
way to get to Durham and she accord
of his more important poems. E. K.
ingly communicated with the Business
Sweeney, ’26, then spoke of Gals
Office. The two men left the train at
worthy as a novelist, giving a brief
Lowell and it is thought that they
review of several of his best known
took a train across country and
books and characters. Camille Hudon.
reached Durham by another route.
’25, closed the program with a dis
I f any student is in possession of the
cussion of Galsworthy as a play
coat or any information in regard to
wright.
the coat, will he please communicate
A violin solo by Doris Cuthbertson,
with the Business Office.
’25, followed the literary program,
after which refreshments were served.
Plans were also discussed for holding
“ Are you the trained nurse?”
an open meeting sometime during the
“ Yes.”
winter term and a committee was ap
“ Well, let’s see some o f your tricks.”
pointed to investigate ways and
— ( Chaparral.)
means.

TREAT FOR
NEW HAMPSHIRE BOXINGFANS
THIS WEEK CARNIVAL SPIRIT GRIPS UNIVERSITY
DEFEATS TUFTS
AS GALA PROGRAM FAST APPROACHES
Avenges Defeats of Last
Year in Easy Victory
JUMBO IS OUTCLASSED
Legislators Look on as Blue and
White Varsity Swamps Medford
Rivals— Gymnasium Crowded to
Doors at Contest Played in A f
ternoon for Entertainment
of Lawmakers

Semi-Final Bouts for College Cham
pionships to be Held on Thursday
Night— Finals on Saturday
Afternoon

The Semi-Finals and the Finals in
the University Boxing Championships
will be held this week, the SemiFinals on Thursday evening at 7.30,
and the Finals on Saturday afternoon
at 2.30.
There will be seven different classes
represented; the 115, 125, 135, 145,
160, 175 pound, and unlimited weight.
Not more than four entries in each
weight will be received. These four
will be chosen from their previous
records as boxers here. Elimination
bouts will be staged on Thursday
evening, thus making it possible for
each contestant to enter the ring in
good condition on Saturday afternoon.
All the fights will be fought under
the National Intercollegiate Rules and
will consist o f three two minute
rounds.
The Jack Grant Cup will be awarded
to the fraternity scoring the greatest
number o f points; the cup to be held
by that fraternity for a year and to
become the permanent trophy of the
fraternity winning it three different
times. In scoring, five points will be
awarded to the winner, and one point
to all others competing.

New Hampshire Ski Team Seeks Revenge in Own Back
Yard in Third Meet With Dartmouth and Williams
OUTDOOR AND INDOOR EVENTS MAKE FULL SCHEDULE
Many Guests Expected for Fourth Annual Carnival of Local Outing Club as
Grads and “ Imports” Reserve All Available Rooms in Durham—
Fraternities Plan Many Parties and Dances to Wind Up
Two Day Program
On Friday and Saturday, February 20 and 21, carnival comes fo r a
brief but glorious reign over the University of New Hampshire. Nurtured
carefully since last winter, coached as to conduct, and initiated into the doc
trine of progress, Carnival has grown to a youth of large proportions who
belies the child of form er years. When he introduces himself this year as
the Fourth Annual Winter Carnival, he will be a welcome surprise and a
lusty exponent of good fun. Carnival guarantees himself to be of unprece
dented size and proportions nearly equal to his elder brothers at other col
leges.
Friday evening at seven o’clock, Dartmouth, Williams, and New Hamp
shire meet again in the second round of the Intercollegiate Winter Sports
Triangular Meet to give a vigorous start to the Ice Carnival— a new feature
this year. The first event will be fancy skating. This will be followed by
speed skating. The policy established at Dartmouth for the Meet will be
followed out here. Each college may enter as many men as it desires for
any event, but only two men from each college will have the privilege of
placing. The scoring will be on the basis of 5-3-2-1. Men well known in
the field of winter sports are being negotiated for to act as officials.
A fter the Triangular Meet events greens, and there will be unique
on Friday evening, Harding of W il lighting effects on the campus.
The Carnival Ball will begin im
liams will give an exhibition of fancy
skating. At the Dartmouth Carnival mediately after the Ice Carnival. In
Harding appeared in a similar event answer to a request by the student
and performed very creditably. The body, the Social Committee has kind
Outing Club is also negotiating with ly allowed the ball to run until two
some of the country’s best skaters o’clock. It is to be a gala affair.
and it is hoped to have one or more Everyone will be required to wear a
of them present to do novelty skat costume. The stag line will be con
ing in conjunction with Harding. This spicuous by its absence, as no one is
will be followed by general skating j to be admitted without a partner,
until nine o’clock, when everyone will The decorations for the Ball are a
adjourn to the gymnasium for the deep secret. It is announced, howCarnival Ball. Throughout the Ice ever, that they will be very preten
Carnival music will be played at the tious and entirely different from any
pond. The decorations for the Ice thing ever before attempted here.
Carnival include not only the pond The ingenuity o f the preparations
but extend to the campus as well. extends even to the dance orders,
Ice houses, special lights, and per which are said to be of a very novel
haps fireworks will make the pond a kind. The Hooker-Howe Co. o f Ha
place of unusual interest. The prom verhill, Mass., is lending its assist
enade to the pond will be tastefully ance for the decoration of the gymcon tin u ed on Page 2)
decorated with ice columns and ever-

In one of the fastest games of the
year, New Hampshire’s star team de
feated Tufts College basketball team
42 to 23 before 1000 spectators in
cluding 75 or more members o f the
New Hampshire Legislature. The
victory was the one sought for this
year, as Tufts defeated the Univer
sity boys to the tune of 26 to 24 in
two games last year. It is evident
that New Hampshire is avenged for
the previous defeats. Aft^r winning
this game, the team will probably con
tinue on its consistent short pass, five
man defense game for the remainder
o f the season.
The surprise o f the game was con
tributed by Nicora. Not having made
a basket all year, “ Nick” got away
to a good start last Friday afternoon
and dropped in the first basket of
the game. His teammate “ W indy”
Davis followed him with a neat shot
from the corner of the court. From
that time on, the New Hamshire five
simply could not be beaten. Harold
Cotton played the best floor game of
the year and also contributed his
share of the scoring by dropping in Maine Teams Big Rivals
three baskets from the floor and one
For Basketball Teams
from a foul. McKinley, Cotton, and
Metcalf scored almost at will. A few
PINKERTON RACES HERE
poor plays in the first half of the
game seemed to indicate that the Perley’s Men Preparing for Williams
team was not going as it is capable Meet — Michelson to ’Enter Ice
o f doing. But after the talk given
Skating
Races— Hockey
Team
by Coach Cowell, between the halves,
Inactive
the team came back fighting and gave
its all. A fter playing for about one
This week will be a comparatively
period, Coach Cowell being dissatiseasy one for the athletes of the Uni
( Continued on Page 3)
versity. Maine will be the big rival,
and it is hoped that the teams to
compete there will be as successful as
tiie hockey sextet were upon their
UNIVERSITY FOLK
invasion two weeks ago.
CLUB HOLDS FORMAL
The hockey team will remain in
active the entire week, but if weath
GENTLEMEN’S NIGHT
er conditions permit, Coach Swasey
give the “ bulls” hard workouts
New Hampshire Tied With will
in preparation for the return contest Dancing and Bridge Follow Recep
by Dean and Mrs. Pettee and
Dartmouth for Third with B. U. on February 21st, and tion
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis— Entertainhe is confident that the team will
ment Given by Members
make up for its 5-1 defeat at the
MICHELSON WINS JUMP
Arena.
Saturday the frosh relay team will
The University Folk Club, com
Van Allen and Peaslee Also Take Two meet the strong Pinkerton four at posed of all women connected with the
First Places at Big Carnival— First Durham. This should be a win for University, including wives of resi
New Hampshire, although the prep dent alumni and married students, en
Defeat for Dartmouth in Annual
school boys are noted for the fast tertained all men connected with the
Meet— Compete Same Teams
teams that represent them on the University in the girl’s gymnasium
Twice Again This Winter
boards. The yearling’s time should in Thompson Hall on the evening of
average anywhere between 56:1 and Tuesday, February 10, in their first
annual formal gentlemen’s night.
The University of New Hampshire 58 flat.
Cowell’s quintet will meet the Uni- Following a reception by Dean and
ski team finished in a tie fo r third
place with the Dartmouth team in the versity of Maine at Orono Friday i Mrs> p ettee, and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis,
gr0up danced and played bridge.
general scoring of the Fifteenth An night, where they will attempt to re- j
The formal entertainment of the
nual Carnival o f the Dartmouth Out peat the victory of their last meeting
ing Club at Hanover last week-end, here. On Saturday night, the team evening consisted of the following
while Williams led with 40 points, will meet the Portland Athletic Club program :
at Portland in what should prove an
Songs, Mrs. Hetzel; Monologue,
McGill was second with 33 points and
easy game for the invaders.
“ The French Mother,” Mr. Barker;
Dartmouth and New Hampshire were
The freshmen will have good op Solo Dance, “ The Flower Dance,”
last with 26 points each. In the scor
ponents over the week-end when they Jean W alker; Violin Solo, Mr. Altman.
ing for the Winter Sports Union in
meet the Maine yearlings and the five
A fter the entretainment, valentine
which only the places of Dartmouth, of Westbrook Seminary. With the
Williams
and
New
Hampshire scalp of the former already under favors were distributed and matches
drawn for refreshments. This is the
counted for points, Williams was their belts,
Gustafson’s proteges
ahead with 48 points, Dartmouth sec should be in prime condition to first formal party that the Folk Club
has attempted for the men, although
ond with 41, and New Hampshire was snatch a victory from the preps..
an informal party was held last year
third with 35. The score of the meet
Although weather conditions are
was computed in two divisions be very poor for the Winter Sports in the Faculty Club. It is expected
cause McGill cannot be considered in team, Coach Perley has the men that it will become an annual event.
The committee in charge was made
the meet of the three New England training hard for the competitions at
„ ,,
„ „
™ -n
wTv
/-i
- i
„ i up of Mrs. E. G. Ritzman, Mrs. E. B.
colleges.
the Williams Carnival on Friday and »
Kendall Miss
Once more Gunnar Michelson was Saturday. Seven members -will make " a , ’ allcl Mrs' ' '
* e.ndall. Miss
easily the winner of the ski jump, the trip, two skiers, two snowshoe t a l k e r wasi accompanied ini her dance
the most spectacular event of the pro men, and one skater. It has been ^ “ rs- Eobert StVd.'ey' Mlss Wllma
gram. He demonstrated that he is announced that Gunnar Michelson, Dodge accompanied Mr. Altman in his
still the leader of the college jumpers the ski champ, will also represent the violin solo.
University in the speed skating
of the East.
. The team left Durham in two sec events. This carnival will afford the MR. RAY LEGATE SPEAKS
tions on Wednesday and Thursday. Winter Sports team some very dif
AT COMMUNITY CHURCH
On Thursday afternoon, Michelson ficult competition, in that Williams
finished sixth in the seven-mile cross annexed first place at the Dartmouth
Ray Legate, executive secretary of
country ski race. At the end of this meet, while New Hampshire came in the Student Friendship Fund, who is
event the New Hampshire star was in aie for third place. The Massach- making a tour of the different pre
a weakened state with pains in his setts team is made up almost en paratory schools and colleges in this
side caused by his operation of last tirely of seniors who have been out section, visited N. H. U. last Sunday.
fall. He was unable to enter the one for winter sports for three years or Mr. Legate spoke at the Community
mile race held the next day on this so and who have had plenty of time church at both the morning and eve
account, and Coach Perley has de and opportunity to gain much expe ning services. In his morning talk
cided not to enter him in any more rience and prowess in their particular Mr. Legate stressed the fact that war
long distance races in future meets line. This fact they demonstrated at cannot be ended by war; that it is
Hanover.
human nature when once down to try
this year.
and rise in order to strike back. He
“ Duke” Peaslee, running with a
also said that war must be ended by
slight case of water on his knee, eas FORMER N. H. PROFESSOR TO
ily led the pack home in the three
BROADCAST TALK FRIDAY mutual understanding and that only
by the elimination of war can inter
mile cross country race. Van Allen,
national relations be as they should.
who is running on snowshoes for the
Professor Marion O’K. McKay, In the evening Mr. Legate explained
first time this winter, won the 150former Professor of Economics at the the organization and work of the Stu
yard snowshoe dash in a beautiful
University of New Hampshire, now dent Friendship Fund. He has just
race. His time was said to be the
head of the department of Economics returned from four years of work in
fastest ever made in this event at a
at the University of Pittsburg, has
Dartmouth Carnival, although a rec been broadcasting from KDKA for Europe and! is very well informed
In the evening
ord was not officially established as some time. He will give an address about his subject.
Mr. Legate said that contrary to
the race is run on a different course on Friday evening, Feb. 13, on the
many people’s ideas, the Student
and under varying snow conditions “ Report of the Pennsylvania State
Friendship Fund covered not only
each year.
Tax Commision” from that station. work in foreign lands but also in
Sampson was well up with the lead Mr. McKay has been on the Pennsyl cluded in its program the Friendly
ers in the skating race but was boxed vania State Tax Commission all win Relations organization which was es
on the last turn and did not place. ter, having been appointed by Govern tablished for the purpose of helping

EASY WEEK FOR
N. H. ATHLETES

WILLIAMS WINS
DARTMOUTH MEET

(Continued on Page 3)

or Pinchot.

foreign students in this country.

Calendar of Events
Thursday, February 12
7.30
p. m. College championships,
intra-mural boxing.
Friday, February 13
2.00 p. m. Special Convocation.
5.00 p. m.
Mid-term warnings
filed.
8.00 p. m. Faculty dance, Thomp
son Hall Gymnasium.
Saturday, February 14
2.30
p. m. Finals, University Box
ing championshps.
Sunday, February 15
10.00 a. m. Celebration of the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass, Morrill Hall.
10.45 a. m.
Community church,
morning worship. Subject, “ Religion
and Miracles.”
7.00 p. m. Stereopticon lecture on
the comets by Dr. G. N. Bauer, Com
munity House.
|

CARNIVAL

BALL RULES |
---------■*!«■
(1) Attendants at the Car X
nival Ball must be in costume.
(2) No unattached men will
be allowed to attend.
(3) Miltary uniforms will
not be considered costumes
under any circumstance.
(4) Members o f the Facul
ty may consider the Ball as a
formal dance.

INFORMAL HELD IN GYM
A FTE R BASKETBALL GAME
A fter the freshman
basketball
game last Saturday evening, a new
idea was tried out, that of having
an Informal after the game.
Mr.
and Mrs. Huggins, Mr. and Mrs.
Walsh, and Dean and Mrs. Crouch
were present as chaperones. Music
was furnished by the Red Ramblers
orchestra, and the dance was well at
tended, considering the fact that this
was the first time that the idea has
been tried out this year. Many stu
dents hope that these “ after-thegame” Informals will be continued in
the future and will be as well at
tended as was last Saturday’s.
Y. W. C. A. NOTES
Miss Carrie Lyford gave an inter
esting illustration of the development
o f and life at the Hampton Insti
tute on Monday evening at Congreve
Hall. She told of the fine training
the colored people were getting and
the importance o f music there.
Mr. R. F. Partridge, accompanied
by Mr. Robert Manton, sang two ne
gro spirituals.
A new Rural Discussion Group has
been formed and alj men and women
that are interested are urged to
come. (F or the details see special
announcement.)

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, FEBRUARY 12, 1925.
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE OF
NEW INSTRUCTOR IS
LEGISLATURE FAVORABLY
sources of $50,000,000. Many state j
THE CYNIQUILL
IMPRESSED ON VISIT HERE
GRADUATE OF PENN
legislatures will be asked for large
appropriations for state universities.
(Continued from Page 1)
Office of publication, 11 Portland Street, Ohio State is to ask for approximate
Frederick D. Jackson, Instructor in
This week, Cyniquil is fairly over
Rochester, N . H . Editorial and Circulation
Electrical Engineering, Has Had
ly $16,000,000 during the next bien whelmed with correspondence and joy.
Offices, Basement Thom pson H all, Durham,
N . H . Subscriptions made payable to ih e nium.
The Unversities of Minnesota, We pass the correspondence on to you
Wide Experience — Taught at
recent article prepared for the press
N ew H am pshire, D urham, N . H.
Cornell for Two Years
North Dakota, and South Carolina for whatever it is worth; the joy, we
that the economy program of the last
are also expecting funds from sim shall hug to our bosom. What do
OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
two administrations has unloaded an
Among the new members of the
you
think
about
these
diverse
things
ilar
sources.”
THE UNIV. OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
The above excerpts indicate the which seem to have come among us ‘‘Exhibit A” on Display
faculty is Frederick D. Jackson, in unfair burden on the present adminis
D U R H A M , N . H.
tration.
extent to which the eager youth of along with the “ nobby” era? If you
in Electrical Engineering.
At Special Convocation structor
Several members of ihe University
Harold W . W hitcom b, ’ 26 ------ E ditor-in -C hief
America is rushing to gain higher think enough about it, and let the col
Mr. Jackson was born in Pottstown,
Reginald W . Hartwell ’26 . . M anaging E ditor
faculty
were in Concord ast week to
education.
They
indicate
as
well
the
Pa.,
an
May
3,
1898.
He
attended
umn
know,
we
may
be
able
to
loaf
Edward K . Sweeney, ’26 .............. N ew s Editor
DINNER AT COMMONS
Malcolm W . Conant ’28 ............ A lum ni E ditor means which are being adopted to next week, as we have been able to
Pottstown High School. In the xall appear before committees in the in
W alter P Thurber, ’ 26, M en ’s Sporting Editor
terest of several projects, the most
The State of loaf this. In the language of the man
Frances Fairchild, ’ 27, . Girls’ Sporting E ditor take care of the rush.
Members of Committee on Appropri o f 1916, he entered Penn State Uni important considered to have been
New Hampshire is not lagging be on the campus “ let’s away” ! Cry
versity
and
received
the
degree
of
ations Inspect Campus and Build
B U S IN E S S S T A F F
hind in the rush either in its dele havoc)! and let loose the dogs of
Electrical Engineer from that insti the proposal that the state increase
Charles M. Abbot, ’ 2 6 ............ Business M anager
ings on Biennial Visit to Univerits appropriations for agricultural ex
gations
to
the
University
or
in
those
Advertising
M
anager
tution in February, 1921.
Stanley L. K in g, ’ 26 . . .
rhetoric!
sity_See
Basketball
Game
Charles Dickson, ’ 26 . . . Circulation Manager which travel to other institutions in
While at Penn State, he was elected tension work. Director J. C. Kendall,
other states. Can there be any doubt
F A C U L T Y A D V IS O R S
to Delta Pi Fraternity and aiso^ to of the extension service appeared at
Dear Cyniquill:
President Hetzel’s “ Exhibits A, B, Eta Kappa Nu, the honorary electrical the hearing on this bill while “ Pa’
P rof H . H . Scudder .............. Faculty A dviser that the General Court will meet the
Prof. E . L. Getchell Faculty Business Manager needs of its own institution as gen
Why not run a little poetry in your and X ” were placed on full display fraternity. Mr. Jackson also be Taylor was on hand along with
erously as the legislatures o f other column once in awhile, and thereby last Friday when nearly fifty mem- longed to several student organiza Clarence Wadleigh, ’ 18, state boys
A S S O C IA T E E D IT O R S
Ethel Cowles, ’25
states are hastening to support then give the campus poets a chance to s e e jbers 0f the state legislature paid a tions of a local character and was a and girls club leader, and several
J. P. Cassily, ’26
Anne Magwood, ’ 25
R. E'. Folsom, ’ 26
own
To shut the door of opportun their suff in print? I am told that ivisit to the campus of the University
of thelfreshman football team other members of the extension staff.
Mildred Tinker, ’25
P. M . Andrew , ’26
M arjory W oodbury, ’25 ity is to deny our American heritage. there are several clever rhymsters
-.1
Hampshire. The visitors conEarjv jn 1918 , Mr. Jackson enlisted
H . O. Page, ’27
No action has been taken on the
Rachel Davis, ’ 26
F. L. Robinson, ’ 27
blushing unseen right here on our own sisted of the Committee on A ppropri-L ^
infantry. Later in that year, proposal yet, it being understood here
Barbara H unt, ’26
J. Neville, ’27
M argaret Marnoch, ’ 27
OTlt. to the Officers’ Training that the Appropriations committee
campus and the lack of a literary ations and their friends, who made the he was O
J. P. Lightbow n, ’27
sent
A nna H unt, ’ 27
A . H . Palisoul, ’27
magazine is preventing them from trip in order to inspect conditions at Camp at Camp Gordon, Georgia, has a sort of gentlemen’s agreement
Katherine O ’Kane, ’ 27
D. F. MacPhee, ’ 28
Dorothy Fields, ’28
showing their wares to an admiring the University, preparatory to rec where he received his discharge after that no appropriation measures shall
A . L . Gaskins, ’ 28
Doris W ilson, ’ 28
S. M orrison, ’ 28
ommending for passage the several the Armistice.
public.
M
arguerite
Pollard,
’28
be acted upon until the special com
R. Merrill, ’ 28
The young men who enjoyed Book measures so important to the future
Elizabeth O’ Kane, ’ 25 Elizabeth Ricker, ’28
His service in the Army delayed Mr. mittee now investigating all state in
and Scroll last fall were subjected to of the institution.
Jackson’s graduation from Penn State stitutions and the departments has
Published W eekly by the Students
The committee was escorted from until February, 1921. A fter receiv made a decision on some of the major
considerable “ riding” I understand.
Entered as second class matter at the post
This is a condition which should not the train by members of the R. O. T. ing his degree, he went with the W est problems and until Governor Winant
office at Rochester, N ew H am pshire, under the
exist. It betrays a vulgar sense of C. to the Faculty Club which was ern Electric Co., and worked for them can reach a decision on the budget.
act of March 3, 1879.
In case of change of address, subscribers
values of the part of the “ riders.” headquarters during the day. The eight months in the Research De^t
will please notify the Circulation M anager as
The proposal has, however, called
The New Hampshire campus is intol morning was given over to an inspec Upon leaving the Western Electric
soon &s possible.
attention to the good work being done
Subscribers not receiving copy will please Lack of Practice Shown
erant in many ways. In fact when tion of the various classroom build Co., Mr. Jackson went to Cornell Uni
notify the Business M anager at once.
through the extension service and in
Accepted for mailing at special rate o f post
I first heard of Ince’s famous pic ings and dormitories, where the needs versity, where he did graduate work
In
Playing
of
N.
H.
Team
that connection to several New Hamp
age provided for in Section 1103, A c t of Octo
of
the
University
were
pointed
out.
ture,
“
Intolerance”
I
said,
“
Here
is
and taught Electric Engineering for shire alumni who are connected in
ber 3, 1917. Authorized September 1, 1918.
Dinner was served the guests at the two years. Mr. Jackson’s next trans
a scene from my own Alma Mater.”
several capacities with the work.
WYMAN IS ONLY SCORER
A big cosmopolitan university, of Commons dining hall, where they were fer was to the General Electric Co.,
Durham, N. H., February 12, 1925.
Among these is Hollis L. Whittemore,
course, does not foster this attitude given an opportunity to see the stu- where he worked in the Radio Dent,
who is now state director of the agri
Coach Swasey’s “ Bulls” Lose Thurs We display this intolerance in many|^ents at their noonday meal. In a for fifteen months prior to his coming
cultural courses being taught in New
ALL UP FOR CARNIVAL/
day’s Game 5 - 1 — Handicapped by ways. Religiously: many of our speech made at this time, President here as an instructor in Electrical
Hampshire high schools. Mr. Whitte
fraternities do not tolerate Catholics Hetzel urged the visitors to exert Engineering.
Covered Rink— New Hampshire s
more is recognized as one o f the
Intellectually:
the
student
interested
j
their
influence
as
far
as
possible
toOnly Goal in First Period
The plans for the New Hampshire
leaders in this type of work and re
in literature, art, poetry, is ridiculed- ward the granting of the much needed
Carnival, announced in another col
cently read a paper on his experiences,
Y o u Ca n ’t B e at ’ E m
Coach Swasey’s ice “ Bulls” suffered termed “ wet.” Musically: a course appropriations, and gave a brief sum
umn of this paper, promise New
observations and conclusions before a
in “ The Appreciation o f Music” is mary of the many needs of the Uni
Goldstein—
“
Wherever
in
the
world
Hampshire students two days chock a reverse at the hands of the B.
distinguished gathering at the Nation
not taken seriously, except by those versity.
you go, you’ll always find that us al Vocational Teachers’ Institute in
full of sport and fun. The program sextet in the Boston Arena last
A spccial convocation was held for Jews are the leading people.”
is more elaborate, more complete, Thursday night, in the form of a 5-1 who elect it. Ninety nine out of a
Indianapolis.
Whittemore lives in
O’Sullivan— “ How about A laska?” Derry and being a believer in that old
than anything yet attempted at this defeat. Added to lack of practice, hundred of our students would per the benefit of the visitors in the after
noon,
regular
classes
being
suspended
haps
think
that
Shavian
humor
was
Goldstein— “ Veil, Iceberg ain’t no theory “ practice what you preach”
which was obvious in the playing,
institution.
The schedule will go through ac due to the condition of the ice ^el’e> a barber shop joke; that Mencken for that purpose. Here “ Exhibit A ” Presbyterian name.”
operates a poultry farm in connection
— {T iger.)
cording to the announcements, but the “ Bulls” were handicapped by the must be that high-jumper who grad was displayed in its entirely to the
with his teaching or directing duties.
visitors.
Several
of
the
visitors
ad
uated
last
year,
and
so
on.
We
are
the success or failure of the whole covered rink of the arena under which
Then there is Lawrence A. Carlisle,
thing depends upon the willingness they had never before played. _ The not cultured, and worse than that, we dressed the students, the first of CARNIVAL SPIRIT
who graduated from the college of
whom
was
Representative
Bartlett,
have
no
sympathy
or
patience
with
of this student body to cooperate game was played after the HamiltonGRIPS UNIVERSITY agriculture a few years back, and who,
head of the University committee.
those who are or would like to be.
with those in charge of the arrange Harvard matjeh before about
as deputy commissioner of agricul
(Continued from Page 1)
LIrs.
Yantis,
president
of
the
State
In
the
interest
of
“
the
renaissance
ments. College spirit, or the lack of spectators.
ture, has developed the marketing
Federation
of
Women’s
C^lubs
also
of
learning”
at
New
Hampshire,
it, will be most evident for these two
Gregoire, of B. U., scored the nist
news service now enjoyed by hundreds
spoke,
and
was
followed
by
Dr.
Cas
Cyniquill,
won’t
you
please
encourage
nasium.
The
music
for
the
Carnival
days. Let’s show our visitors that goal after about two minutes of play.
of New Hampshire farmers to a point
we here at New Hampshire are a live, This was quickly followed by a shot the embryo poets? In this way you well of Manchester, Representative Ball will be furnished by the Blue
where it drew official praise in the
going concern, regardless of legisla from W yman’s stick, which tied the may eventually educate the mass to Ross, The Rev. Dr. Bixler of Exeter, Serenaders. This orchestra will be
biennial report of the department re
tive delegations, committees, and at score. B. U., thereupon, began to a point where they will at least re and Senator Tufts, of the board of augmented by extra pieces from Bos
cently placed before the Legislature.
Trustees.
All
expressed
pleasure
as
gard
the
cognoscenti
with
indifference.
ton.
tempts to limit our progress.
play a fast and wary game taking an
It was announced here this wreek,
On Saturday there will be a con
Support the Carnival. Attend all occasional shot and managing to get I clipped from a new magazine well as concern at the conditions at
the\ festivities and buy an Outing two more goals past Blewett before called “ The American Campus.” It the University, and united in express tinuation of the Intercollegiate Win that the Strafford and Rockingham
I am enclosing a short poem which ing wishes for its success.
ter Sports Triangular Meet.
The County delegations in the House are
Club ticket. We are told that at the
the end of the period.
Shortly after the convocation, the program will start at Hoitt Field at planning to visit the University on
Dartmouth Carnival, a charge of a
In the second period, Blewett was prompted my outburst.
~ ‘ week.
’
This delegation
assembly hall was transformed into 9.30 a. m. with a one mile ski race. |Friday of' this
dollar, or a dollar and a half, is replaced in the goal by Bartlett, who
Hopefully,
the
gymnasium
and
the
visitors
At
ten
o’clock
there
will
be
a
cross
|
will
include
six
members
of the Apmade for each single event on the stopped every shot during the period,
Revolving Lights.
watched the New Hampshire basket country snowshoe race and a ski pro- jpropriations committee: James S.
program. The total fee for one per both teams playing defensive hockey
ball team avenge itself for last year’s ficiency contest This will be followed |Chamberlain of Durham; Harry R.
son, including the Carnival Ball, was
and no scores being made.
POETS
defeat by Tufts.
Shortly after the by a seven mile cross country ski Smith of Dover; former Mayor Fred
more than $16.00.
Here at New
Third period: 6 . Lawless, B. U., 3
game, the party took the train to Con race. In the afternoon at one o’clock erick Small and deputy state treas
Hampshire you are obtaining a great
cunning defense on the part of B. U., The average person
cord, the Boston express stopping at New Hampshire will meet Boston urer A. Gaspard Gelinas of Rochester.
value for one dollar. Be both a sport
the period developing into a defensive When he thinks o f a poet
University on the hockey rink. Be
Durham for their accommodation.
and a supporter and “ come through.”
Gets
a
mental
view
Other members of the committee
fifteen miutes, except for several
tween the halves of the hockey game whom University officials hope will be
desperate spurts from the B. U. Of a cockeyed sissy
the snowshoe dashes will be run off able to extend an official visit to the
Holding up a bunch o f violets
wings in which Gregoire and Lawless
FACULTY SOCIAL
on Memorial Field.
Following the University are John Hutchins of
And
lisping.
scored two more goals, both of which
AN IRRESISTIBLE FORCE
hockey game everybody will adjourn Stratford, former Democratic can
The average person forgets
SCIENCE
CLUB
WILL
were questionable.
the ski jump to watch the ski didate for Governor, who is on the
That King David had enough spunk
MEET NEXT MONDAY to
The game was much more hotly con
jumping, which will be the final event board of trustees; John S. Childs of
To steal another man’s w ife;
“ There is a tide in the affars of men tested than the final score of 5-1 in
of the Triangular Meet. There is to
That Lord Byron’s wife
Which, taken at the flood, leads on dicates, and Coach Swasey, although Said he played too rough and want M eetin g to Be H eld at H om e o f Dr. be continuous transportation to and Hillsborough, who is being mentioned
here as a possible candidate for Gov.
not prophesying a victory, promises
to fortune;
Rudd— Mrs. Bauer and Twente to from the ski jump by means of
home to papa;
a few years hence and who is a
Omitted, all the voyage of this ^life an excellent game when B. U. flashes
Talk on Significance of Statisti
sleighs. The Outing Club has pre graduate of Harvard and a World
That Shelly believed in free love
Is bound in shallows and in miseries.” her red cloak in the eyes of the
cal
Method
sented
three
beautiful
cups
as
tro
And tested the theory;
War veteran; George H. Blanchard of
“ Bulls” in the arena at Durham.
phies for the Carnival. There will be Moultonborough, who succeeded the
That Goldsmith was an expert
The rule that applies to individ Gregoire and Lawless were obviously
two Team Cups, one of which goes to
On card games and bar maids;
late Jim French in the House;
The Faculty Social Science Club
uals applies no less to institutions. the best men B. U. had on the ice,
That Coolidge wielded a strong opium will meet Monday evening with Dr. the team taking first place in the Michael T. Burke o f Manchester, a
Cities and great nations, parties and while Morton, Sayward and Wyman
meet,
and
the
other
for
the
team
pipe;
member of the finance commission in
Rudd when Drs. Twente and Bauer
potent bodies, churches and great played an excellent game for the
winning second place. The Individ •
That Poe spent about as much time
will talk on the significance of the
that city, and who is the father of
and ancient seats of learning reach at “ Bulls.”
In the gutter as he spent at his desk; statistical method for social science ual Cup will go to the highest indi the compulsory automobile liability in
some time or other in their existence
The summary:
vidual scorer for the entire meet.
in the various phases of education,
surance bill now before the House;
New Hampshire And yet
the turn in the road. Mighty des Boston University
In the evening there will be a var
The
average
person
Wiliam J. Ahern of Concord, who has
sociology
and
pyschology.
Dr.
Bouer
rw, Proudman
tinies depend upon precarious decis- Lawlell, lw
sity
basketball
game
with
the
Uni
Thinks a poet
been on the appropriations committee
will treat especially with the philoso
If the wheel of circumstance Kentoff, lw
versity Club of Brooklyn. Several
more terms than any other man in
phical aspect. Dr. Twente will pre
turns one way, an institution which
rw, Warren Is a long haired nut
fraternities
are
giving
dances,
and
sent a paper on “ Some Uses of Statis
the present House and who is serving
has reached the peak of the wave is
rw, Simpson Who looks dignified
there
will
also
be
a
dance
in
the
gym

tics in Education.’
borne still farther on and up to safe Scott, c
c, Morton And discusses literature
nasium, Anyone interested in obtain his 16th term as a member of the
The Social Club has been in exist ing
and peaceful haven; if it turns the Gregoire, rw
lw, Wyman With old maids.
accommodations
for
guests Legislature, the chairman, Harry M.
By Smythe Lindsay,
ence on this campus for two years and should see John Morton, ’25, chair Cheney of Concord, who has for many
other that same institution is hurled Wennenburg, rw
years been the secretary of the Grand
serves as a very valuable forum for man of the Guest Committee.
down in crashing smother either to Ling, Id
rd, Sayward
the expression of faculty opinion. In
the destruction of perverted purpose V. Viano, rd
Id, Fudge Dear Cyniquill:
The various committees who are in Lodge of Masons of New Hampshire,
or the ineffectual desuetude o f lim Martin, rd
Whenever any untoward acident tended primarily for the faculty of charge of the arrangements for the and who besides being a former
Speaker of the House, has served in
ited opportunity. Too often the de
g, Blewett occurs, which is usually an outburst the social science group it has not Carnival are as follows:
Kelley, g
the Senate and the Governor’s Coun
cision as to which channel is to be the
g, Bartlett o f misdirected boyish exuberance, been limited to them and its range
Carnival Committee
line of future progress is left to
cil; Wiliam J. King of Walpole, who
First period: goal, player, team, many critics of the institution rise up is as wide as the range of the social
Dan. Matthews, ’26, chairman;
is a veteran Legislator; Alex J. Mc
blind chance. In the case of the Uni time. 1. Gregoire, Boston University, shout, “ Is this University material? sciences. Similar groups have risen
Wendell Davis, ’26, John Morton, ’25,
versity of New Hampshire there 1 min., 26 sec.; 2. Wyman N. H. Uni
Donnell of Manchester, a member at
and declined at this institution but
Is this an act worthy o f University
Melville
Taylor,
’27,
Harold
Rand,
need be no element of doubt or uncer versity, 4 min., 51 sec ; 3. Gregoire,
one time of the Queen City School
students?” Such were the cries last the present group seems to have the ’26, Frederick Gray, ’25, Langdon
tainty. Far sighted men will see be B. U., 5 min. 16 sec.; 4. Scott, B. U.,
board;
and John G. Quimby o f Lakeadvantage
of
a
vitality
which
the
fall when some individuals o f the
Smith, ’27, John Chandler, ’26, Sa
yond the blinding spray of argument 14 min., 5 sec.; 5. Gregoire, B. U.,
port, who is much interested in all
freshmen class destroyed some prop others lacked. Meetings consist of lome Colby, ’25.
to the calm and shining reaches
several papers on assigned subjects,
phases of education and who has been
erty at a little red school-house in an
Sub Committees
where lie New Hampshire s future 14 min., 17 sec.
director of the Camp Acadia for girls
followed by a general discussion on
Second period: No score.
outlaying district. And when dis
Carnival Ball— Melville Taylor, ’27,
possibilities and opportunities if—
Thir dperiod: 6 . Lawless, B. U., 3 courtesy was shown to a Convocation the part of the group. Recent pro chajrman; Stewart A v e r y ,’26, assist for 15 years.
the General Court of this Common
One of the most strenuous jobs in
speaker, the superior behaviorists on grams have included reports on meet ant chairman; C. Martlin, ’25, J. Walk
wealth, now in session at Concord, min., 45 sec.
Score: Boston University 5, New the campus made the welkin ring. ings of national associations by at er, ’27, L. Viola, ’27, B. Bloomfield, ’25, connection with any session of the
steers it into the right channel.
Hampshire University 1. No penal
Now far be it from me to hold a tending members of the faculty.
E. Vatter, ’26, E. Maxam, ’25, L. Jen Legislature is that which goes to the
The University has reached the
printer. Every day the journal or
ties.
Referees:
Stewart
and
Healey.
brief
for
such
actions,
Cyniquill;
I
sen, ’26, M, Beggs, ’26, F. MacDonald,
crest of the wave. In this it is only
record of proceedings of both houses
Time:
three
15-minute
periods.
deplore
them.
I
hope
that
they
never
FROM
OUR
MAIL
BAG
’26, G. Twombley, 25, L. Hammond,
one more among American institu
recur, and I realize that the higher
’25, D. Eaton, ’26. Ice Carnival— must be printed and all bills intro
tions o f higher education. We quote
the conduct o f this student body, the Editor of the New Hampshire
L. C. Smith, ’25, chairman; P. E. duced in House of Senate must be
authoritatively:
“ Eighty-three ^ of EMERSON IS FOUND
greater
its
name
and
the
broader
its
Dear
Sir:
Tracey,
’26, Audrey Caldwell, ’25, printed. These have to be on hand
the leading colleges and universities
GUILTY BY COURT fame. I have just read, however, of I wish to call the attention of the Gienroy Handy, ’26. Finance Com- and distributed on the morning after
in the United States now have 245,a snowball fight which began among student body to page 69, in the “ O f mttee— J. W. Chandler, ’26, chair- the acts embodied in each are done.
248 students. This is 15,299 moie
This year, a Mew Hamoshire man,
than they had a year ago. This list Is Sentenced to Two Years at Hard the freshmen at Yale University and ficial Information for Students,” in man; H. O. Page, ’27, C. M. Abbott,
Carleton E. Strong, ex’22, who mar
regard
to
the
point
system.
ended
by
the
complete
destruction
of
’26,
J.
A.
Sheede,
’26,
F.
L.
Robinson,
contains only those students who Labor by Court Martial in Session
“ The number of points which any ’27, Ethel Cowles, ’25. Dance Com ried Dorothy Kelssy, ’22, has had a
every pane of glass in several fresh
at Thompson Hall
have no present occupation besides
men dormitories. The act was deplored man may hold during a term shall mittee— Salome Colby, ’25, chairman, hand in the job through his associa
going to college. It does not include
not exceed twenty.
Each student S L. King, ’26, F. MacDonald, ’26, tion with the Rumford Press here.
those enrolled in evening courses, ex
Private John Emerson, of the 99th by the officers of the U n iversiy aOne of those who visited the Uni
tension classes or summer schoojls. Infantry was found guilty of deser one of the crassest acts ever perpe shall be held responsible for knowing N. P. Ide, ’26. Publicity Committee
the number of points he holds, and __F. S. Gray, ’25, chairman; R. W. versity this week was Ira M. Waite
. . . In these colleges the increase tion, given a dishonorable discharge trated by any class at Yale.
Now Yale University is considered shall, immediately upon election to Hartwell, ’26, W. P. Thurber, W. P. of Dunbarton, who graduated from
in attendance for the last year has and two years at hard labor, as the
been six and one-half per cent., much result of a mock trial held at Thomp little school. I think so myself. In any office report the same to the reg Moore. ’25, Barbara Hunt, ’26. Trans the University several years ago in
larger than the increase in popu son Hall on Friday afternoon. P ri fact, I consider it one of the greatest istrar’s office for entry on the student portation Committee— J. O. Morton,
lation. In 1910 there were just two vate Emerson was accused of deser educational institutions in existence, activity file card. Failure to so re ’25, G. C. Peterman. ’25. F. W. Fudge, the two year agricultural course.
colleges listed with more than 5,000 tion, and o f stealing a suit of clothes, Oxford, Cambridge, and Heidleburg port will result in any action which ’26. Guest Committee— W. M. Davis, He has been interested in all things
’26, chairman; G. H. Davidson, ’25, agricultural for a good many years,
full time students apiece. Three oth- and two pairs of shoes from a fellow to the contrary notwithstanding, as the Student Council may impose.”
FRED GRAY,
Edna Henderson, ’26. Music Commit
ers had more than 4,000, and four soldier. Joe Bloomfield by means of Irvin S. Cobb would say. Yale is
Pres. Student Council. tee— H T. Rand, ’25, C. S. Avery, ’25 although at present an insurance
others more than 3,000. The ten masterly debating was able, as de rich in heritage, soaked in tradition,
Concessions— Dan Matthews, ’26, D. agent, and has been president of the
largest combined had a total enrol - fense counsel, to acquit the accused and streaked with glory. Her fresh
branch of the New England Milk
ment of less than _ 43,000. Today of the charge of larceny. Some men, however, are sometimes fresh wili be Boys” and that problems of D. MacPherson, ’26.
Producers’ Association, since its or
there are registered in these ten in talk, however, was made of the brib men, and as such are sometimes boist discipline, which come up here from
time to time, are not peculiar to a
situations more than 101,000 students.
erous and unruly.
ganization. He served on the exec
B etrayed
ing of witnesses at this point.
newer institution.
With the ever increasing army
Of
course,
the
actions
of
these
boys
Other members of the court were
utive board of the Merrimack County
With
graceful
feet
a
maiden
sweet,
Signed, One of the Boys.
of education seeking youngsters on
Kenneth Clark, as Trial Judge Ad at Yale do not condone any similar
Was
tripping
the
light
fantastic,
Farm Bureau with A lfred French, ’23,
their hands the main preoccupation
vocate; H. L. Johnson, President of world to be a worthy and deserving
“ Mine is no idle tale,” said the When she suddenly tore for the dress who was captain of his cross country
everywhere is how to raise more
by
many
people
in
many
parts
of
the
the Court; F. M. Eaton, Law Mem
ing room door—
busy freshman, as he leaned over for
money to build more buildings and
team when in college, and now a pros
ber. Witnesses were John McKinley, situations here, or anywhere else, but
You never can trust elastic.
equip more classrooms. . . The Uni
another
whack.
perous horticulturist.
as Officer Flannigan; and Joe Horn, this incident seemed to me to em
— (Penn Froth.)
(Wampus)
versity of Chicago has inaugurated a
phasize the old adage theat “ Boys
as Isaac Einstein, a Pawn Broker.
campaign to double its present re-

MEMBERS OF
LEGISLATURE
VISIT CAMPUS

Nero Timmpahtn*

HOCKEY TEAM
DEFEATED BY
B. U. IN ARENA

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, FEBRUARY 12, 1925.
NEW HAMPSHIRE GRADS
PHI DELTA DEBATES
points; 7 th, Mann, D., 78, 85, 78.2 game were well pleased with the bril
INSTALL DARTMOUTH RADIO
TWO TERM SYSTEM
points; 8 th, Hodgdon, D., 86 , 86 , 85 liant exhibition of basketball. They
388
Kennedy,
were
also
entertained
by
che
Alpha
feet, 77.8 points; 9th, Gerrish, D.,
William Henry Elliot, Jr., ex-’23,
378
Forbes,
U. N. H., 88 , 90, 77 feet, 76.6 points; Zeta pledges, who played a game of One Debater Fails to Appear but and Walter B. Gray, ’21, are two New
393
Walker,
basketball
between
the
halves
of
the
10th, Wait, M., 74, 77, 79 feet, 73.4
Young Women Continue Argu
374
Hampshire men who had a prominent
Dudley,
points; 11th, Edson, D., 85, 86 , 87 varsity game, picked up pennies, and
422
part in the arrangements for the Ice
ment Successfully
McGreal,
made
fools
of
themselves
in
general.
feet, 73.3 points; 12th, Weston, U.
Carnival at the Dartmouth festiv
The
legislators
were
impressed
with
N. H., 85, 85. 86 feet, 70.9 points.
1955
ities, although their names do not ap
Give Songs and Cheers
Referee, Professor C. A. Proctoi, the need of a new gymnasium at the
Coincident with the fistic combat in pear in the official programs. Both
Results were exchanged by wire.
New
Hampshire
University.
The
Dartmouth. Judges, A. J. Halvorsen,
Broadcasted from WGY
the Gymnasium last Thursday night, men are employed as radio engineers
Boston Valentine Party
C. Shumway, Prof. Goldthwaite, R. added interest in the game this year there was a battle of wits in Thomp
has caused crowded conditions and son Hall. The discussion was on the by the New England Telegraph and
The Boston Alumni Club is to have a Noess.
FOURTEEN GRADS PRESENT
the old gym is hardly able to seat all (proposition, Resolved; that the two Telephone Co., and they were sent to
Valentine party on February 16th at
of the students regardless of their semester system be adopted by the Dartmouth to install the radio equip
339 Commonwealth avenue.
Final
ment which furnished the music for
guests and other spectators.
plans have not been definitely settled, NEW HAMPSHIRE
University o f New Hampshire. This
Telegrams Received from New Hamp
DEFEATS TUFTS
Next Friday night, the team plays question which is of interest to us the skating events.
but it is hoped that the largest num
shire Alumni Commending Pro ber yet will be present.
The fancy skating events and the
(Continued from Page 1)
the University of Maine at Orono, all was discussed in many interesting
g r a m — Smoker Given by the Gen
general skating which followed were
Maine. Maine was defeated on the
phases.
accompanied by some excellent dance
eral Electric Co. of Schenec
fied with the playing of his first string home floor and it is expected that the
Alumni Personals
The affirmative was represented by
tady— “Al”
Fsench, Gives
five, substituted Craig, Tetzlaff, Tay game at Orono will be one well worth Mr. Balfour, Miss Lord, and Mr. Tay music relayed through amplifiers
The following alumni were in town lor, and Kelsea. This four and Nick attending as New Hampshire^ is
from New York. A large and power
Banjo Specialty
lover the week-end: Kenneth Barry, gave a fast exhibition of basketball Maine’s objective every year. The lor, the negative by Miss Flynn and ful amplifier was set up at the rinkMiss
Flaherty,
one
member
failing
’24, Morris Mansell, ’24, George E for the remainder of the half. A fter Pine Tree Staters have not forgotten
side on the Dartmouth Memorial field
An
International
Intercollegiate Middlemas, ’22, Wesley B. Shand, ’23, the ten minute rest, Captain John the consecutive defeats in baseball, to appear. In spite of this handicap, and the music came in so strong that
Smoker was held at the Edison Club, Albert H. Brown, ’ 11, Harold T. Fer- and the rest of the old blood returned football, and now in basketball, that the negative succeded in maintaining it could be heard at a considerable
Schenectady, last Saturday night,- nald, ’24, J. F. Thompson, ’16, H.^L. to the fray, and gave a championship New Hampshire has administered and its side of the argument to the extent distance from the field. Elliot and
January 31. The programme was Whittemore, ’12, Albert S._ Baker, ’21, exhibition of basketball that would will undoubtedly play the best game of that by popular vote of the audience, Gray had charge of the installation
broadcasted from W GY and according |Mabel Hayes, ’24, Katherine French, win any game against any team. their career in the effort to beat New the decision was rendered as a draw. I and received many compliments from
A t the next meeting o f Phi Delta,
to all reports was thoroughly enjoyed. j ’24, and Mildred Joy, ’20.
“ Long” John scored six baskets Hampshire. The summary:
the varsity team will conduct a prac the Carnival committee for the effi
Albert S. Baker, ’21, announces the
This smoker was put on by the Edison
“ Danny” five, and “ Nick” contributed
tice debate. This ought to be of es ciency of their work. Both men have
Club and the engineers of the Gen Ibrth o f a son, John Augustus Baker. his first three baskets of the season, New Hampshire
Tufts
pecial interest inasmuch as the team had a wide experience in this field
Webster
E.
Briggs,
’24,
has
a
posi
eral Electric Co. There were over
lb, Dawson
while “ Kid” Cotton gave a unique ex Metcalf r f
will debate with Colby College, on since the early days of radio popu
tion
with
the
Shawsheen
Creamery,
five hundred men present, representrb, Wilson
hibition of floor work with “ W indy” Cotton, If
March 6 . The next meeting will be larity and are recognized as leaders
ing colleges and universities all over Andover, Mass _
(Capt.) McKinley, c
c, McDonald
Davis.
held February 19 at Thompson Hall. in their particular branch of the
the United States and Canada, and
The many iriends of Achil es
.
lf> Bogosian
The “ subs” also came through m Nicora, rb
work.
from many of the other sections of “ Nick” Nassikas, 23, will be s° rry, ° great style. Craig scored one bas Davis, lb
rf, French
wnrlH
learn that for the past week he has
Goals— McKinley 6 , Metcalf 5, Cot
ket, while “ Tetzie” contributed one
Fourteen New Hampshire men were been a patient at the Phillips House,
Theta Alpha chapter of %
Don’t Get “HOOKED” ! f
point from a foul. “ W op” Taylor is ton 3, Nicora 3, Dawson 3, French 2,
present which was as large a proper- I Itossachusetts
Genera
^
£
Theta Upsilon Omega an- »
proving a worthy successor of Captain McDonald 2, Craig, Davis, Bogosian,
^
nounces
the
pledging
of
tion o f the total members as any Nlf k has De
p . , y „pvprp Dains John and will fill his shoes to perfec Wilson. Goals from fouls— Metcalf 2,
other college had. The “ Line'er Up,” Past three weeks with! sCT« e j a m s
George Duquesne of Holyoke,
McDonald 2, Dawson 2, Cotton, Tetz
tion next year.
‘■Long New Ham pshire;’ and "A lm a
J » d ^ t.
Mass.
H
The State Solons who attended the laff, French. Referee— Dan Kelley.
Mater” were given. “ A l” French
^
th(J doctOTS
Timer— F.
Merrill. Scorer— Corey.
.... f the ^
11CP lif
trouble and
’24, took part in a special banjo anti found
Substitutions— Craig
for
M etcalf,
cause
of his trouble
and
VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY
piano
duet
Tetzlaff for Cotton, Beattie for Tetz
ano duet.
.
have now placed hm on a strict diet
W. S. EDGERLY
During the program the following
^
^
&n operation wm
laff, Taylor for McKinley, Atkinson
telegrams were read :
for Nicora, Kelsea for Davis. Tufts—
be unnecessary. Many
_ New HampS. S. Ayers
Albany, N. Y
Crosby for French, Hanson for
shire friends in and around Boston
GROCER
I enjoyed the New Hampshire Uni
French,
Crosby
for
Bogosian,
Share
called on him.
H.
W.
Whitcomb
versity songs and cheers. I used to
for Wilson.
Stanley J. Ailing, ex-’23, Yale, 24,
New Hampshire
Durham,
live in Durham and knew Charles is now connected with the Chickermg
r!-;*
N.
H.
Larson
Wentworth.
Piano Co., 169 Tremont St., Boston,
Valerie W. Winchester.
PLEDGING NOTICE
AT
Mass.
Manchester, N. H.
&
W innifred Browne, ’20, who has
$ LAST ORDERS TUESDAY NIGHT
Concert coming good. Three cheers been teaching in the Wakefield High
Delta Pi Epsilon fraternity
RUNDLETT’S STORE
for the University of New Hampshire. school, has accepted a position m the
announces the pledging of
2E
Grace Wallace
Carlton Bennett, ’26, of San
Meats and Provisions |
Providence Technical High school,
FANCY GROCERIES
The following New Hampshire Providence, R. I.
ford, Me.
College Supplies
Alumni were present: C. A. Payne,
’02; A. Bond, ’17; G. E. Plaisted, ’20;
G. N. Perkins, ’14; A. W. Pike, ’20; WILLIAMS WINS
DARTMOUTH MEET
A. H. French, ’24; M. McConachee,
’20; J. W. Dodge, ’18; A. J. Wood
(Continued from Page 1)
ward, ’07; B. Woodard, ’ 14; J. D. T.
Twomey, ex’13; P. H. Anderson, ’24; The New Hampshire skiiers were unM. C. George, ’24; D. W. Clarke, ’20. Iprepared for the Slalom event in the
ski proficiency contest and took sev
eral spills, forcing them out of the
Pittsburgers Hold Party
scoring. Coach
Perley has con
The Pittsburg Alumni Association structed a similar course here and
of the University of New Hampshire the men are to practice daily in this
event until
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. icvcm
****** they
— „ are capable of enterLynde, ’17 and ’18, at their home, ing the competition on an even oasis
1316 Wood street, Saturday evening, with their rivals, who had been pracErnest Christensen, ’22, presided
ticing especially for this test,
in the. absence of Harold Leavitt, ’21,
The men reported a fine trip and
the president of the association.
excellent treatment from their
Routine business occupied the first mouth hosts. Many New Hampshire
part of the evening’s program. Leon grads from that section of the state
Lemieux, ’24, was made publicity were on hand to watch the various
representative, and a bowling team events, especially the ski jumping on
was organized under the leadership Saturday afternoon and were able to
of William Haggerty, ’22. This team o-ive the local boys considerable en
will engage in a contest fo r a cup couragement. Weston, whose work
with the New York and Boston alum has been closely watched since he won
ni teams. During the evening a con the Marshall Foch Trophy at Lake
gratulatory letter was received from Placid, failed to place in the ski jump,
President Hetzel of the University.
falling- twice. Snow conditions were
A t the close of the business ses bad for the jump, and Michelson did
sion George W. Penniman gave an not attempt to better the record
illustrated travel talk, with glimpses which he established last year, con
of many countries of the world which tenting himself with merely outhe has visited. This talk was^ accom jumping his oponents. Later in the
panied with colored lantern slides.
afternoon, after the sun had left the
Games and other entertainment trestle, making the travelling faster,
followed
and
refreshments
were Tanzi, a Hanover fruit merchant,
served by Mrs. Lynde, assisted by iumped one foot further than Michel
Mrs. R. A. Neal and Mrs. George son had earlier in the afternoon,
W. Penniman. The evening was vot
while the snow was sticky and sev
ed one of the best of the year, and it
was an occasion of delightful fellow eral papers reported the fact,
two men were not jumping in compe
ship of this group of New England
ers who live in Wilkinsburg and vi tition nor under the some conditions.
The team goes to Williamstown this
cinity.
week for a triangular meet with
Dartmouth and Williams.
Peaslees
A Poem from the Coast
A belated news item has come in knee is still troubling him, but Coach
concerning the meetng of the New Perley expects to take him on the
Hampshre Californians on November trip ^Michelson will enter the speed
skating at the Williams meet. Only
8th as follow s:
This announcement o f our party may seven men will make the trip.
The summary:
be a trifle late,
Seven mile ski race— 1st, b. iv.
But the Californians had one on
Platt, Williams, 60 min. 55 2-5 sec.;
November 8th.
From round about Los Angeles nine 2nd T M. Brown, McGill, 61 mm.
alumni were collected,
21 4-5* sec.; 3rd, W. B. ThompBon,
A jolly bunch, whose strength was
McGill, 61 min. 42 3-5 sec., 4th, T. B.
truly unsuspected.
Farwell, Dartmouth, 62 mm 27 sec.,
W e’ll round ’em up from far and
5th, A. W. Edson, Dartmouth, 63 min
near, get them all on tap
26 sec.; 6th, Michelson, U. N. H., 68
And soon you’ll hear the West Coast
min. 39 sec.
.
, p
Club is really on the map.
One half mile skating race— 1st, UoThis preliminary “ evening” we did
g a n "D „ 1 min. 36
2 nd Brewster,
not call a meeting
w • 3rd, Harris, D.; 4th, W. B.
But just a get-together to send New Thompson, D.; 5th, D. L. Sampson,
Hampshire greeting.
U. N. H.
tt
, w .
There was Wilson, 1900, as Electi
Figure skating— 1st, Harding, W .,
Jack” he’s known,
2nd, Bolton, M.; 3rd, Brown, M.; 4th,
Bringing George DeM erntt with him,
Heald, D.; 5th, J. C. Smith, U. N. H.
so he’d not be alone.
150 yard snowshoe dash 1st, Van
Hen Halvorsen of ’15 and Wi i
j
Allen, U. N. H., 19 min. 1-5 sec.;
Walked in’ with Eldred Sanborn, class 2 nd, Crofts, W .; 3rd, Durnell, D.,
4th, Driscoll, W.
one nine one six.
Ski proficiency— 1st, Costigan, M.,
Goldie Basch, Phyllis Blanchard, both
2nd, Rutherford, M.; 3rd, Brown, W ;
of r17
4th, Proctor, D.; 5th, Michelson, U.
Also Julia Roberts Tibbetts and
N. H.; 6th, Gerrish, U. N. H.
_
C. B. the host serene.
T h is advertisement is sixth in a vocational series, outlining the fields
One mile ski race— 1st, Brov^n>
for engineering achievem ent in the W estinghouse organization.
2nd, Platt, W .; 3rd, Elliot, M.; 4th,
A copy o f the entire series will be sent to anyone requesting it.
Farwell, D.; 5th, Brown
M.; 6 th,
Phillies Outbowl New Yorkers
Proctor, D.; 7th, Cort, D.; 8 th, Ed
Word has come in that the young son, D. Winner’s time, 4 mm. 5b
est New Hampshire Club is the most
sec.
^
expert in bowling. This is a wonder 2-5Three
mile snowshoe race 1 st, r .
ful start on the part of our newer
w . Peaslee, U. N. H., 20
« scc’ ;
local club and they are to be con 2nd, Crofts, W .; 3rd, Littlefield, U.
gratulated upon their fine score
N H.; 4th, Grimson, M.; 5th, Stone,
which is as follows:
Vermont.
>
, i
tt tm
Ski jump— 1st, G. Michelson, U.
•
Philadelphia
H 98, 104, 101 feet, 92.1 points; 2 nd,
493
Briggs,
Proctor D., 96, 96, 95 feet, 89.6
424
Davis,
points; 3rd, Frost, D., 91, 87,
411
Smart,
84 1 points; 4th, Martin, M., 99, Jo,
423
Reid,
100 feet, 82.9 points; 5th, Mooney,
328
Dodge,
D., 92, 90, 88 feet, 79.1 points, 6 tn
Brown, W., 79, 87, 86 feet, 78.7
2079

N. H. GRADS TAKE
PART IN SMOKER

New York

COSTUMES

I
|
|

DURHAM
CASH
M ARKET

1

%

|

I

At Ben Hills

With

J^ JL A N and tanned from work in the
open, pipe in mouth, cap pulled well
dow n— that’ s the erecting engineer,
as pictured in the magazines, and
generally as found on the job. In an
organization like Westinghouse he
occupies a pivotal place, being re
sponsible for the erection o f equip
ment in the field.
T ak e him in the electrification
o f the Chilean State Railw ay, for
exam ple— one o f the outstanding
electrical projects o f recent years.
It included not merely the electri
fication o f 1 3 4 miles o f steam
lines, but also power and sub-sta
tion equipment to convert water
power from the Andes Mountains
into electric current.

In 1 9 2 2 the first shipment o f sub
station equipment departed— but

and Pipe

ahead o f it had already departed a
force o f Westinghouse erection engi
neers. T h ey went to a country that
was a stranger to railroad electrical
operation, and to the installation o f
large electrical equipment. In the
1 3 4 miles o f steam railway to be
electrified they encountered every
kind o f topographical and engineer
ing condition— curves, grades as
steep as 2 \i per cent and as long as i 2
miles, bridges extending to 440 feet,
six tunnels, the longest 1,6 0 0 feet.

T od ay, two years later, these same
erection engineers are returning—
returning from a Chile, much o f
whose railway traffic is moved by its
water falls; they are returning and
promptly departing again on still
other missions o f electrical improve
ment, at home and abroad.

Westinghouse
ACHIEVEMENT
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FRESHMEN WIN
NOVICE BOXERS
I
FROM TILTON PROVIDE SPORT
I Lose to Manchester High
Bouts in
I On Victor’s Floor Friday Twenty-Seven
Six Classes Decided

LASSY
LOTHES lor
ARNIVAL SPORTS

IN BUYING CLOTHES
,

SOME MEN LOOKED GOOD

Vi

FIT, MODEL, MATERIALS AND PRICE I
|

TILTON EASY VICTIM

One should consider the four points m ost essential

W e are prepared to offer the above essential points needed
to have satisfactory clothes.
Besides our reduced prices
on Men s and Y ou n g M en ’s W in ter Suits and Overcoats
will pay you to give us a call

\\

Queen City Boys Avenge Only De
p
feat of Last Year on Armory Floor
Beginners
Swing
Freely
in
Long
Eve
in Mill City— Freshmen Show up
ning of Fistic Sport— Some Good
Well Against Prep School
|
J. W. Mclntire, Mgr.
Material
Unearthed Among
Quintet on Local Court
| All Suits and Overcoats, reg. marked $25, now
$ 22.50 I
Freshmen
The freshman basketball team was
| A ll W in ter Overcoats and Suits, reg. marked $30 , now $ 26.50 I
! forced to bow to Manchester High
^school last Friday evening, coming
The old and well known rule that
A ll Fancy Suits and Overcoats, reg. marked $35, now $ 29.75 I
l out on the wrong end of a 28 to 16 when novice meets novice, a real
Work Satisfactory Service Prompt
J score at Manchester. The game was fight ensues, certainly held true last
A ll W in ter Overcoats and Suits, reg. marked $40, now $33.75 |
fast from the start to finish and it Thursday night when the green gloves
A ll W in ter Suits and Overcoats, reg. marked $45, now $38.75
was not until the last quarter that slingcrs and some who were not so
Manchester was assured of victory, green met in the squared circle in the
i Manchester presented a very formid gym. There were twenty-seven scrap
OFF!
able team and showed superb form py, amusing and scientific bouts, and
Telephone 307-M
throughout the game. Their greatest the fifty-four men engaged included
Waldron St., Cor. Central Avenue
asset was the splendid passing game some real fistic ability. Beckingham
! which they carried on. The fresh- a scrapper from the famous fighting
i men seemed unable to pass the ball city of Dover and Johny Morris who
|" H h e 6Ipportunfm om eStT am? thus transferred here from Harvard where
When in Dover Make Your Headquarters at
% |were forced to sacrifice a great many he learned the rudiments of his science
probable points. Bridges starred for showed up particulary well, each man
the New Hampshire team while Bo- fighting three bouts and winning the
zek shone for Manchester.
final in his class. Beckingham won Ice Cream, College Ices, Hot and Cold Drinks, Cigarettes, Cigars, Tobacco
Fresh from their defeat o f the day the preliminary in the 125 pound class
Visit Our Wall Paper Department
before, the New Hampshire freshmen against Dodge by an effective use of
scored an easy victory over Tilton his left. In the semi-final he was
and came out on the winning end of given the decision at the end of the
i* a 44-14 score.
The home quintet third round by the referee, when the
? $ [toyed with the visitors from the start judges disagreed. In the final, he
i i o f the game and were never in dan- met Mallen from his own town and
HARDWARE, PAINTS, WALL PAPER, SPORTING GOODS
*■* ger of being headed. It was a glo- won after a plucky battle. Becking
REMINGTON ARMS AND SHELLS
rious comeback from the night be- ham is a game and pretty little boxer
Telephone 915
DOVER, N. H.
fore and showed that the yearlings and should show up well in later 510 CENTRAL AVENUE
REGULAR MEAL TICKET, $6.00
had plenty of pep and fight when
tournaments. Morris showed a punch
v/ they wanted to use it. The freshmen
that was deadly. His first bout with
'*1 exhibited the best passing game of
McCooey went the limit, but in the
I J the season, which accounted for their
semi-final with Whyte, he was given
i t excellent showing.
the decision in the middle o f the sec
J* I The first quarter was the best
CAFETERIA TICKET, $6.00
ond round after a bloody battle. In
♦» played of the entire game and for the
his final with Higgins, he was given
first few minutes it looked as though
the decision after about one minute
^ the score would be close. The yearo f fighting. Morris is quick and
** lings scored first but were soon tied
carries a punch in each hand. One
by the visitors. A t the close o f the
of the best bouts of the evening was
Yl quarter the freshmen were leading
the final in the 115 pound class in
^ by a 4-2 score.
The second period opened with a which McCasland defeated Riccardi
^ smashing attack by the freshmen in a close fought battle. Though
which seemed to destroy Tilton’s only considerably lighter than his opponent,
chance of victory. From then on the won by superior science. In the 160
pound class, Bowen and Paterson
New Hampshire
team was
of
7 “
1115 assured
ctbbuieu 01
staged a good wrestling match which
success and it was easy work to pre& vent the Tilton players from scoring. was very close but Paterson lost the
decision to the champion of the waitei
$ The score at the end of the first half
union.
The rounds were two minutes
T. was: Freshmen, 23; Tilton, 6 .
3*
The third and fourth quarters in length and with the exception of
the first three which were limited to
1 . were repetitions of the preceding pe
Dealer in all kinds of
riods, the freshmen sending in many in order to save time, the bouts were
substitutes and scoring at will. The o f two rounds in length. Coach
substitutes showed excellent form Brown acted as referee. The timers
Agency for Underwood Portable Typewriter
and carried the game to their op were “ Doc” O’Gara. who has been
ponent’s territory practically all the coaching recreational classes, and
Austin Hubbard. The judges were
time.
Tel. Conn. at Dover, N. H., or Tel. Clarence I. Smart, Durham* N. H.
v
^
The Tilton team fought hard Tirrel and Bowler. A summary fol
throughout the game but seemed un- lows :
115 pound class: final, McCasland
'
‘ able to penetrate the New Hamp
shire team’s defence. Even when they won from Riccardi.
125 pound class: preliminary, Beck
did manage to get within scoring dis
tance they did not seem to possess ingham won from Dodge. In the
J. HERBERT SEAVEY
the accuracy to place the ball in the semi-final, Beckingham won from
DOVER, N. H.
basket. Bridge and Clark starred for Chaplin, and Mallen won from H. E.
OPEN DAILY
New Hampshire while Novakoski and Sargent. In the final Buckingham
won from Mallen.
Harwood scored fo r the visitors.
From
11.30
to
1.00
and
3.30
to
7.00
Hardware
Tools
135 pound class: preliminary, Bean
The summary:
LUNCHEON, TEA AND SUPPER
N. H. Freshmen
Tilton won from Volpe, Higgins won from
Special Dinners Served by Arrange Clark, r f ................................. r f, Purcell Abramson, Whyte won from Murphy,
Skiis
Snow Shoes
and Morris won from McCooey. In
Lizio, Waid
Novakoski
ment
Bridge, If .................. If, Holmander the semi-final, Morris won from
Shoe Skates
Toboggans
Whyte after a battle in which the
T’fii
q
Elliott
Madburv Road
Burke, c ............................ c, Harwood loser put up a good scrap. In the
final in this class, Morris won from
--------------1 Jackson, Schurman
C a r n iv a l T im e
FOR
Higgins.
Slayton, r g ............ rg, Woods, Capt.
Snow banked hills and the glitter
Jack, Stockwell
Shurman
145 pound class: preliminary, Hall
Carpets, Win o f ice! A fitting background for the
Dillon, Ig .................... lg, Novakoski won from Sargent, H. E. Murphy won Furniture,
I Bruce, Appiani
Thayer
from Warren, Brooks won from Kim
DINING ROOM FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
carnival throng. Get your share of
dow Shades, Draperies
Score: New Hampshire freshmen, ball in an extra round, Ahearn won
GOOD SERVICE
NO WAITING
GOOD FOOD
the fun and buy your sports equip
44; Tilton, 14.
Goals from floor: from Guprill and Currie defeated A lt
CIGARS, CIGARETTES, CANDY AND NEWSPAPERS
Bridge 7, Clarke 4, Burke 2, Bruce 3, man. Sem-fiinal, Brooks defeated W.
Visit the
ment at
Lizio, Dillon, Appiani, Novakoski 4, F. Beane, Murphy defeated Hall and
Harwood 2. Goals from fouls: Jack Ahearn won from Currie with the
Jenness Hardware Co.
2, Bridge, Dillon, Novakoski, Hol referee casting the deciding vote.
mander. Referee, Anderson. Timer, Brooks won from Murphy on a foul.
110 Washington St.,
Dover, N. H.
Merrill. Scorer, Holland.
Dover, N. H.
In the final in this class Ahearn won 60 Third Street,
Our
motto:
“
Hardwearing
Hardware”
! The summary:
from Brooks by default. Brooks was
N. H. Freshmen
Manchester unable to continue.
Lizio, r f .......................... rf, J. Bozek
160 pound class: preliminary, Cot CAPITAL, $100,000
SURPLUS, $300,000
I Clark
ton won from Webb in an extra round,
Bridge, If ........................ If, E. Bozek Price defeated Caldwell, Brown de
|
Kelly
feated Paterson. In the semi-final
Burke, c ................................ c, Tiffin Bowen defeated Price and Cotton
DOVER, N. H.
bested Wilson. In the final, Cotton Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent. American Bankers’ Association Travelers
was forced to bow to Bowen.
Checks for Sale
____________ ____________________ ________ |
McDonough
In the preliminary of the 175 pound
Dillon, lg ............................ lg, Dugan class, Reed defeated Necker in an ex
BATES BARBER SHOP
| Jack
Mocek
BUY YOUR
tra round. In the final, Reed de
^
Score: New Hampshire Freshmen, faulted Bell because of an injury to
Clean— Sanitary
16; Manchester, 28. Goals from floor: his thumb in his first bout. Bell had
VALENTINES
Bozek 5, Bridge 3, E. Bozek 2, Du- no bout during the evening.
GORMAN BLOCK
at
^ gan 3, Clark, Burke, Schurman, SlayWe Aim To Please
*f* ton, Palisoul. Goals from fouls: J.
“OLLIE”
S Bozek 4, Tiffin, Smith, Lizio, Slay- Y. SECRETARIES OF
STATE TO MEET HER*]
t0n‘

LOTHROPS - FARNHAM CO.

I Dover

DURHAM

Rochester

450 Central Ava dS

Dover, N. H. |

Spofford-Allis Co.

i

University Dining Hall

Lothrops & Pinkham’s Drug Store

The Eating Place You
Will Eventually Choose

F. F. PAGE

Twenty-one Consecutive Meals

Headquarters for

Punched for the amount on the tray

Lunch Counter for Men in the Basement

i

|

Studen t Supplies

|

F ou n tain Pens

|

Books, Stationery, Gym Equipment, §
Jewelry, Banners, Pillow Tops,
Mem Books, Post Cards
|
and Illustrated Folders
§
and Confectionery

E. J. Y O R K

Builder’s Supplies, Coal and Grain

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

The Owl Tea Room

Leave Your Suits Early at

H U S S E Y A N D M O O R E 'S

T o be Pressed R ight fo r the W in ter Carnival

GRANT’S RESTAURANT

E. Morrill Furniture Co.

“KEN” WALSH
Representing

STRAFFORD NATIONAL BANK

Benoit’s Men’s Stores

On the Campus

THE

Week of February 16th S1“

Church
In Durham
Rev. Moses I Lovell,
Pastor

I College Bible
Classes 10.00 A.M.
Morning Worship
10.45 A. M.

1

gn...............“

a

Chipman’s Specialty Shop

RURAL PROBLEM GROUP
Tuesday and Wednesday, February
FORMED BY SALOME COLBY 17 and 18, the Y. M. C. A. secreta
ries of the state o f New Hampshire
Last Thursday at 4.45 p. m. there
*
are to meet here at the University
$ was held the first meeting of a group for a conference. At 6.30 on Tuesday
Open From 6 a. m. to 8. p. m.
established under the leadership of
dinner will be served in the Presi
^ Miss Salome Colby, Y. W. C. A. rep- dent’s room at the Commons, after
resentative of rural work, and en- which there will be a consideration of
*** dorsed by Mr. Clarence Wadleign the boys’ work program of the state.
T Y P E W R IT E R S
% and Miss Mary L. Sanborn, Boys’ and Wednesday morning will be devoted
For less than half price, guaranteed rebuilt machines.
❖ Girls’ Club workers in the Extension to various meetings at one of which
^ department, Miss Rachel Dodge, Y. Mr. Barker will speak on “ How Can
R o y a l, Underwood, Smith, Rem ington, Monarch~and portables.
^ W. C. A. secretary, and Miss Cath- We Obtain Better Relations Between
Write for prices.
erine Swett, undergraduate repre- the Student Y and the Other Y ’s of
___ pur- the S tate?” A t convocation that day Bixfoy T y p e w r ite r C o .
sentative o„ f *___*
rural work. The
L o w e ll, M ass.
^ |pose of the group is to give the college several of the secretaries will bring
^ student a better understanding o f the greetings to the students from Home
University Barber Shop
& community as a unit and to put into Associations.
The conference will
DR. F. J. DICKINSON
practice those things that help com- end with a meeting at the Commun
DUTCH CUTS A SPECIALTY
munities. At the next meeting it is ity church in the afternoon and by a
DENTIST
Ideal Bowling Alleys
planned to study some o f the organ tour of the University buildings by
Come
in
and
Have
a
Talk
with
Tom
izations at work in many communi the Student Association.
458 Central Ave.,
Dover, N. H.
tie s, such as the Playground Asso$ j ciation, the American Country Life
t
*
BURNIE
BURNIE
Association, the State Board o f Edu
|
— SKATES SHARPENED—
PATRONIZE
cation, the Extension Department,
He— “ W e’re coming to a tunnel ;
1
Leave with Hussey and Moore
and then to discuss various forms of are you afraid?”
recreation, the part the small town
She— “ Not if you take that cigar * before noon— Get them at six
1 p. m.
35 CENTS
church plays in a community, and out of your mouth.”
the art of program planning.
— (Bison.)
Hotel, Restaurant, Barber Shop

MARSHALL HOUSE CAFE

§§

LEIGHTON’S

